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ABSTRACT 

The grand tour is a method for viewing multivariate statistical data 

via orthogonal projections onto a sequence of two-dimensional subspaces. 

The sequence of subspaces is chosen so that it is dense in the set of all 

two-dimensional subspaces. Desirable properties of such sequences of 

subspaces are considered, and several specific types of sequences are 

tested for rapidity of becoming dense. Tabulations are provided of the 

minimum length of a grand tour sequence necessary to achieve various 

degrees of denseness in dimensions up to 20. 
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The Grand Tour 

A Tool for Viewing Multidimensional Data 

1. Introduction 

The familiar “scatterplot” (of a finite sampk of ordered pairs of 
_ 

-vat=iables) can be extraordinarily informative. Thus, it is very tempting 

to consider the p-dimensional scatterplot -- a finite sample of ordered 

p-tuples of variables -- and to devise ways to view it. 

Even for p=3, we have no magic pen that draws points in mid-air. 

Resorting to computer graphics CFFTI, however, will permit us to see the 

3-dimensional scatterplot on a display screen just as if the points were 

drawn in mid-air. With the aid of a graphical input device like a 

“trackball “, we may even rotate the scatterplot in real time. 

For p greater than 3, we are faced with serious problems. How can 

computer graphics technology be used, in conjunction with our visual 

abilities, to better grasp the structure of the p-dimensional data? 

A simple answer to this question is to project the data orthogonally 

onto some 2-dimensional subspace of p-dimensional Euclidean space, and 

then to view the resulting projected image. 

A problem immediately arises: Which of the infinitely many 

2-dimensional subspaces shall we choose for viewing? The idea of the 

grand tour is to move through a sequence of projections, chosen to be 

de6 in the set of all projections. As a result, we can view (or else 

have the computer apply some analysis or measurement to) a sequence of 

2-dimensional scatterplots which, asymptotically, come arbitrarily close 
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to u 2-dimensional scatterplots projectable from the given data. 

Historically, the grand tour is a descendant of the Andreus plot 

[Andrl which dates to 1972. This plot is often realized as a stationary 

set of function graphs y=fiCtl where fi(tI = Xl/ jF+-x2 s-int + x3 cost + 

-xbsin2t ; x-g cos2t + . . . for the ith data point (xl,x~,xor...,xpI. This 

can, however, be interpreted also as a time-sequence {f,(tl,...,fN(tll of 

points in R, where at time to we are viewing the dot-products of all the 

data points with the vector given by (l/c sinto, costo, sin2t0, 

cos2tc,...1. 

Then, in 1977, Paul and John Tukey CTT77l presented some further 

thoughts on Andrews plots, including an example of a dense curve of 

directions in R5. They also considered briefly a two-dimensional (not 

necessarily dense) version of Andrews plots which they called “Ouija” 

plots. 

Meanwhile, real-time computer graphical visual ization of three- 

dimensional (or higher) rotation had been achieved when the PRIM-9 system 

was.implemented at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in the early 

1970’s CFFTI. 

2. Overview 

In order to implement a grand tour on a computer graphics system, it 

is necessary to have an explicitly computable sequence of orthonormal 

2-fEmes (a P-frame is an orthonormal pair of vectors) in p-dimensional 

Euclidean space. The p-dimensional data is then projected, in turn, onto 

the 2-p 1 ane* spanned by each P-frame. If desired, each projected image 
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may be displayed on the screen* or else processed somehow by the computer 

(or both). We list below some desiderata for this sequence of P-frames: 

Desiderata 

A) The sequence of planes should be dense in the space of al 1 planes. 
c - d 

Precisely.., let Gz,r stand for the space of unoriented 2-planes through 

the origin in Euclidean p-space (a so-called “Grassmannian manifold”). 

Let Pl,Pz,... be the infinite sequence of P-planes (spanned by the 

infinite sequence of P-frames generating the grand tour). Then our 

condition A says that for every 2-plane P and for every E>O, there 

exists an n such that the distance d(P,Pn) from P to Ph is less than 

B. (Our definition of the distance function d is in Section 4.1 Note 

that this denseness is not just a desideratum, but part of our 

definition of “grand four”. 

*NOTE : Unless otherwise specified, al 1 “planes” referred to herein will 
be planes through the origin. 
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B) Our sequence of planes should become dense in Gzrp rapidly. This 

means finding an efficient algorithm to compute the sequence of 

P-frames and to project the p-dimensional date onto each pair of 

vectors in turn. 
r - * 

C) It -would be useful for the sequence of planes to be uniformly 

distributed in Gtrp. That is to say? for each open measurable 

subset A of Gz, ,,, our sequence of planes Pl,Pt... should pass 

through A with frequency proportional to the measure of A. We 

refer here to the invariant measure p. on Gzrp (which is uniquely 

determined up to a positive constant factor). Precisely, we want 

1 n 
lim - c IA q v(Alr 

n+c0 n i=l 

where IA is the characteristic function of the set A. 

D) Our sequence of planes should be continuous, in some sense, if its 

projections are to be apprehended by a human observer. Each plane 

should be perceptibly close to those planes just before and after 

it in the sequence. (This condition is of no importance in many 

applications of the grand tour in which no human observing occurs.) 

E) For human observers, our sequence of planes should be as straight 

as possible. That is, if we think of the planes as being evenly- 

spaced points on a curve in Gz,,,, then we should be able to choose 

that curve so that it is almost a geodesic. This is another way of 

assuring that the sequence of planes is both comprehensible to the 

observer, and also that it moves rapidly to new views, giving new 

information about the data being projected. 

F) The grand tour ought to have a built-in degree of flexibility about 
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it. This would enable the user to better optimize those qualities 

(among A) through E), for example) which may be important for the 

particular purpose he or she has in mind. Flexibility may be 

obtained by finding a parametric family of sequences of planes. 
r- - 6 

There should then be some clear relationship between the 

parameter(s) and the desired properties, so that the user can 

choose the parameter(s) wisely. It should also be possible to 

interactively change parameters after the grand tour has begun. 

G1 The sequence of planes should be reconstructible at any later 

occasion. In practice, this simply means that either the sequence 

of planes is chosen from a parametric family with parameters known 

to the user, or else there may be a pseudo-random component whose 

random number algorithm(s) and seeds(s) are known. It is, of 

courser desirable that in reconstructing a particular plane of our 

sequence, the other planes preceding it need not be computed all 

over again. 

Remarks 

Rl. To require bona fide denseness of the infinite sequence of 

planes Pl,P2... is unnecessary for any real-world 

implementation of the grand tour. In particular, if we know in 

advance the number L of planes Pl,Pt,...,PL we will be using, 

we can dispense entirely with the idea of an infinite sequence. 

We may also be able to better optimize the seven properties A) 

through Gl once L is known. 

R2. If the method for producing the sequence Pl,Pz,... is based on 

some random process, we will generally be able to claim 
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properties such as denseness or uniformity -- as being “al most 

sure” rather than certain. (But this is almost surely 

sufficient for our purposes!) 

R3. There is evidently a tradeoff between rapidity and continuity. 
7- - e 

This suggests using a curve of points in GzrP, _ and obtaining a 

sequence Pl,P2,... by walking along this curve after choosing 

an appropriate stepsize. The human observer, of courser 

desires continuity. A machine alone, processing many planes, 

will rather need rapidity. 

R4. To date, the known sequences Pl,Pt,... that are both uniform 

and rapid require sequence of pseudo-random numbers to compute 

them. Thus to achieve reconstructability the algorithm and 

seed value of the pseudo-random sequence must be retained. 

R5. Minor violations of uniformity are acceptable for the human 

observer. Strict uniformity is needed only when the computer 

is determining distributional properties of some statistic of 

P-dimensional scatterplots (see Section 5). 

R6. In all of the above, we have emphasized the choice of P-planes 

Pl,PZ,... . In practice, however, when displaying a 

2-dimensional picture we must also choose its rotational 

position on the screen. This is accomplished by choosing not 

just a mere plane Pi but rather a pair of orthonormal vectors 

(?i*3i> spanning Pi : these are to be identified with the X and 

Y directions of the display screen. Even when no display is 

required, the computer must still hold internally a description 

of each plane Pi. The “2-frame” C?i,Gi> is a convenient form 
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for this information. 

3. Some Specific G’rand Tours 

In this section, we present three general methods for producing grand 

tours. < - - 

-1. The Torus Method 

The N-dimensional torus TN may be defined as the Cartesian product 

of N identical unit circles. Equivalently, TN may be thought of as 

Euclidean space RN in which all arithmetic is performed modulo one. 

Symbolically, TN = RN/(21rZN) where ZN is the integer lattice in RN. 

It is we1 1 -known that dense curves may be found on TN via the 

following 

Proposition. CHWTN~ Let 0, , . . ..X).J) be a set of real numbers that 

are linearly independent over the integers.* Then the curve 

a : R + TN via a(t) = (AIt, . ..rhNt) has dense image in TN. (Note 

that the coordinates Xit are interpreted modulo 2a.1 

The special orthogonal group in dimension p, denoted SO(p), is the 

set of all orthogonal pxp matrices having determinant = +l. SO(p) 

has a topology induced from RP’, the space of all real PXP 

matrices, and is in this way a compact manifold of dimension f(pz- 

P). SO(p) may equivalently be thought of as the space of all 

rotations of the unit sphere in RP. (As such, it is a “Lie group” 

CChevl.1 

*Real numbers ul,...ruN are said to be linearly independent over the 
inteqers if the only sequence of integers {K,,...,KN) for which the 
equation 

F KiUi = 0 holds is with all Ki = 0. 
i=l 
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c- 

We let Rii(G) denote the element of SO(p) which rotates the 

standard basis vector Zi through an angle 8 touards the standard 

basis vector Zi inside the i,j coordinate 2-plane of RP, 1 eaving 

fixed the orthogonal complement of this P-plane. 

We let Gt,P denote the space of all 2-planes in RP. We also let 

V2, ,, denote the space of all ordered pairs of orthonormal vectors 

in RP. (Vtrp is topologized as a subset of RP x RP and is 

compact. I We have the natural continuous surjections or : SO(p) + 

V2,P and p : Vtrp + GzIp given by n(Q) = (Q&, Qz2) for any 

Q c SO(p), and p(?,‘i;) = the 2-plane spanned by 3 and 3, for any 

(G,ii) 6 V2rp. 

We are now ready to describe explicitly the torus method. 

1. Let N = i(p2-p) and think of the coordinates of TN as being 

- indexed by all pairs i,j with 1 I i < j I p. 

2. Define a map f : TN + SO(p) via 

f(x,r2 ,... ,xP-q,p) = R12(x1,2) o...o R,-l,,(x,-I,,). 

In words: f is the product of coordinate-plane rotations through 

angles determined by the toral coordinates. [Note: each Xii is 

only well-defined modulo 2r, but since Rii(G + 2rrI = Rii(G)r f 

is well-defined.1 

3. We claim that f is a surjection. This fact Has in essence 

discovered by L. Euler CMMCMl; the angles {Xii} are referred to 

as “Euler angles.” 

4. Choose real numbers h lr...rhN and a stepsize STEP such that the 

numbers {~~,STEP.~~,...,STEP.~N} are 1 inearly independent over 

the integers. Use Xl, . ..rXN to define the curve a:R + TN via 
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a(t) = (Xlt, . ..rhNt) 8s in PrOpOSitiOn 1. Thus, we know that 

the image a(R) of a is dense in TN. 

5. We conclude, therefore, that foa:R + SO(p) has dense image 

f(a(RI) in SO(p). 
c - - 

6. -The. discrete sequence {foa(K.STEPI, K=l,2,...1 must therefore 

also be dense in SO(p). 

7. Finally, we define our sequence of 2-frames (?K,i&) as (?K,‘;K) = 

sofoa(K.STEP), K=1,2,... . By 6 above, this sequence must be 

dense in V2,P. 

8. We define our sequence of 2-planes Pl,Pz,... as* of courser 

PK = p(v~,w~) = poirof oa(K.STEP). 

It follows from 7 above that this sequence is dense in Gt,,,. 

This concludes our description of how to compute a grand tour by 

the torus method. 

Remarks 

H. The number N, the dimension of the torus used here, can be 

reduced from f(p2-pI to 2p-3 (see Appendix). The resulting 

sequence of orthogonal matrices will no longer be dense in 

SO(p) but will be dense when pushed via B and p into Vz,,, and 

Gz,P. This reduction achieves a considerable savings in 

computation time. 

JQ. The sequence given by &( = (K.STEP.~~,...,K.STEP.~N)~~~ is 

uniformly distributed on TN. But the maps f, JT* and p do not 

respect volumes. Thus, the sequences of 2-frames {($K,ZK>l and 

planes {PK} are p& uniformly distributed. This remark applies 

equally to the 2p-3 version in the Appendix. 
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G. The parameter STEP may be varied before, or even during, each 

run of the grand tour. The effect of increasing the size of 

STEP is to trade continuity for rapidity. More accurately, 

this is true for some range of values 0 < STEP L M, after which 
c - 6 

_ there is very 1 ittle noticeable effect of STEP on either 

continuity (which is totally lost) or rapidity (which is at a 

maximal level 1. 

u. Although it is convenient to fix the values of Xt#...rXN and 

vary STEP, it is in fact the vector t = (STEP-Xlr...,STEP.X~) 

in the torus TN which determines the characteristics of the 

grand tour, torus method. If the total number L of planes to 

be used is known, then Korobov CMCTPI has determined vectors 2 

which behave optimally vis-a-vis the distribution of the 

sequence ‘;i, 2-Z, 3-Z,... in TN. It seems likely that Korobov 

coefficients will give rise to sequences of 2-frames and 

2-planes which become dense rapidly, but their use is 

restricted to occasions when L is known in advance. 

Alternatively, some easy-to-compute values of 2 seem to work 

very well. For example, two choices are 

a) Let AK = h’K = the square root of the Kth prime 

(pl=2,p2=3,...). Let STEP = almost any irrational positive 

real. 

b) Let xx = eK mod 1 (e=2.71828... 1 and again let STEP = almost 

any irrational positive real. 

II.At-Random Method 

In this method, each P-frame is chosen independently, from the 
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“uniform” distribution on Vt, p. This distribution is more 

accurately termed the “invariant” measure on V2, P, because it is 

characterized up to constant factor by its invariance under the 

action of SO(p) on Vzlp. That is, if QeSO(p) and A C VZ,,,, then we 
r- - 6 

have for the invariant measure mr -~ 

m(A) = m{(Q$,Q~I(?,~)CA} 

To pick the sequence {(?k,&) of 2-frames, we use the “rejection” 

method as follows: 

1. Generate a sequence of pseudorandom numbers x1,x2... in the unit 

interval. 

2. Set y.j = 2x,-l. y2 = 2x2-1,... 

3. Assume we have already used the random numbers Ylr...,Yn (at the 

start n=O). Set zi = yn*i for i=l,...,p. 

4. Test for 0 < z21 + . . . + z2p s 1.0. If not, return to Step 3 

and try again. 

5. Go through step 3 again until a second set of p numbers are 

found (call them u~,...~u~ this time) with 0 < utl + . . . + u2,, I 

1.0. 

6. Letting 2 = (zl,...,z,,) and ii = (u~,...,u,,), apply the Gram- 

Schmidt procedure to obtain an orthonormal pair of vectors 

These constitute the next 2-frame (?xra~) of our sequence. It 

is easy to verify that despite the apparent asymmetry in the use 

of the Gram-Schmidt procedure, (GK~~;K) is in fact selected at 
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random from the invariant distribution. 

7. It follows immediately that the corresponding sequence of planes 

PK = <3~,ii~> may be thought of as being selected from the 

corresponding invariant distribution on G2.P. 
c - e 

Remarks -~ 

u. The at-random method has in its favor the extreme ease of 

concept and computation. It is too discontinuous (totally) for 

movie viewing. (This is, of course, no problem if the viewer 

prefers to see only a sequence of still pictures.) 

RJ. The at-random method will produce, almost surely, a uniformly 

distributed sequence. 

a. There is no flexibility in the at-random method. 

&j. The at-random method becomes dense about as fast as the torus 

method with large stepsize. 

III-Random-Walk Method 

The random-walk method was devised in an attempt to unite the 

flexibility of the torus method with the guaranteed uniform 

distribution of the at-random method. We describe here two 

methods, the plan random walk and the smoother random walk. 

A. The Plain Random Walk 

Let u denote a measure on SO(p) satisfying the following 

condition: 

Condition D: The support of p (i.e., the complement of the 

union of all open u-null sets) generates a dense subgroup of 

SO(p). Then we obtain a- sequence of orthogonal matrices 

Qx e SO(p) as follows: 
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1. Set QO = I,, the identity matrix 

2. For K=1,2,... we let gq,g2... be selected i.i.d., 

according to the law u, from SO(p). 

3. For K=1,2,... we Set Qx = gK”QK-1 
c - e 

- To now obtain our P-frames and 2-planes, we proceed as 

usual. 

4. (GK,;K) = I = (QK~TPQKGz) 

5. PK = p(?KpGK) = <QK~~PQK~~>- (gi is the ith canonical 

basis vector in RP.1 

Remarks 

a. As a concrete example of an appropriate measure u. we take a 

discrete p concentrated on the finite set of rotations 

supp(u) = fRij(hij) I lli<j<pI, where {Xij I lCi<jCpI U (1) 

is a set of real numbers linearly independent over the 

integers. We simply set 

2 

for all i,j with lCi<jCp. We shall denote u by lJ{Rij(Xij)}. 

By our discussion of the torus method, it is eay to see that 

supp(p.) generates a dense subgroup of SO(p). Thus, Condition 

D is satisfied by u. 

a. As long as pL2, Condition D guarantees that the distribution 

of Qx (the position of the random walk at time K) approaches 

the invariant distribution on SO(p). Precisely, 

lim p+” = invariant measure 
n+c0 

where p*” denotes the nth convolution power of p with itself, 
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and the limit is understood in the sense of weak convergence 

tllAGL1.’ (Note : the invariant measure on SO(p) is what is 

sometimes referred to as the Haar measure.) 

RJ. The random walk achieves its flexibility through the available 
c - e 

_ c.hoice of measures u satisfying Condition D. By using such a 

measure with supp(u) lying close to I,,, we may maintain a slow 

rate of change in the sequences of rotations, 2-frames, and 

2-planes, and thus a high degree of continuity. 

u. The use of a measure U{Rii(Xij)}r as described in Rl above, 

has the following drawback. Regardless of the choice of 

parameters Xijn 1 < i < j < p, the resulting random walk will 

be as unstraight as can be. Thus, the human viewer may 

experience disorientation in attempting to follow the 

resulting sequence of scatterplots. To remedy this, we hereby 

propose the use of the following type of measure u. 

B. The Smoother Random Walk 

For convenience, we first introduce the size of an orthogonal 

matrix MESO as follows: 

size(M) = max {angle (?,fl~)1 
?#a 

(where angle is always chosen to lie between O” and 180°1. 

Now pick any orthogonal matrix Q having size(Q) = c where E is 

small. Also, pick a set of numbers Xii, lCi< j<p, such 

that {Xiillli<j<p} U (11 is linearly independent over the 

integers. Also, have the Xii satisfy 

6 < Xij < 25, lli<j<p 

for some 6 > 0 satisfying 6 < E (G 2 e2 seems to work well). 
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Finally, we define p to be 

2 
u(QORii(Aii)) = -) lCi<jCp 

P2’P 

on supp(u1 = (Q’Rii(Xii) IlIi<j<p}. We denote p by 
r- - e 

-UCQORii(Xii)J. 

It is easy to verify that this p satifies Condition D) above 

and thus, as long as p?2, p*” + invariant measure on SO(p) as 

n + i0. The smaller the choice of e9 the smoother the grand 

tour will turn out to be. 

4. Testinq of Grand Tours 

In order to assess the suitability of a grand tour for a specific 

application, we need to perform statistical tests on it. Two 

characteristics of particular concern to us are the rapidity with which a 

sequence of 2-planes becomes dense, and the asymptotic uniformity of the 

limiting distribution, if any. For each of these characteristics, there 

is a multitude of possible choices of how to measure them. We have 

chosen one test that we feel well measures the most important 

characteristic. 

Rapidity. Here we rely on the following: 

Fact: Given two P-planes P, Q E G2,p, the relative position of P and 

Q in RP is described by two angles 01, 82 with OIf315821n/2. 

Precisely, there exists a rotation ll E SO(p) such that M(P) = 

<Sl,Zt> and M(Q) = <c0se,G, + sinG,$o, c0se2S2 + sinG2;5>. 

The cosines of 81 and 82 are the correlations encountered in canonical 
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correlation analysis. Thus, we use the terminology “canonical angles” 

for 8, and G2. 

We define the distance between P and Q as the larger canonical angle: 

d(P,Q) = G2. (It may happen that B, = G2. 1 c - d 
_ 

Now let S q {PI, . . ..Pn} be a finite set of planes. Then we define the 

gap of S via 

gap(S) = max min fd(P,Pi)} . 
PcG2,p l<i<n 

(We are justified in using “min” and “max” rather than “inf” and “sup” 

since n is finite and G2,P is compact.) 

Let us define the r-neighborhood of a plane P,, to be 

Def. NE (PO) = fPEG2,Pld(P,Po)<& 

The number E will be called the radius of Ne(Po). In terms of this 

definition, it is clear that gap(S) is the radius of the largest 

neighborhood in G2,p which lies in the complement of the set S of 

planes: 

gap(S) = supk>Ol3 Poe Gt,, l N,(Po) C G2,p - S}. 

Or expressed yet another way, 

gap(S) = infCe>OIG2,P = I N,(Pi)). 
i =‘l 

We now use this last equation to establish lower bounds for n%(e), where 

n(e) is the smallest number of planes needed to have gap i E. Namely, 

n 
- G2,p = U Ne(Pi) (except for a set of measure 0) 

i=l 

and so 
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n 
vol(Gr,p) 2 1 VOl(Ne(Pi)) 

i=l 

where “vol” stands for the invariant (Haar) measure on GP,~. BY 

invariance, vol(N,(Pi)) is independent of ir so 
c - e 

vol IGt., “1 S nsvol (Nc (PO) 1 

where PO is, let us sayI <3,,z2>. 

Thus 

vol (G2,p) 
n q n(c) 2 or 

vol (N, (P,) 1 

n(e) L CProb(d(P,P,) < cl-l 

where P E Gz,~ is distributed according to the invariant measure. 

It can be shown [Hotel that the canonical angles 81, G2 between P and PO 

have joint density function given by the following: 

I (p-21(p-3)(sinG~~sin82)P’c(sin2G2-sin2G~1, 05else2w2 
f(e,,e2) = 

0, otherwise. 

If p=3r we have 81 = 0 always, and G2 has density given by g(Gz)=sinGt, 

Oie2<Tr/2, and g(G2I = 0 otherwise. 

We shall use the terminology “the P-planes P and Q lie within anole 

Anq” to mean that the larger canonical angle d(P,Q) = 02 is less than Ang 

(where 0 < Ang < n/2). 

In the following tables, obtained by Monte Carlo methods, the 

probability shown is the fraction of random pairs of ‘L-planes in 

euclidean space of the given dimension which lie within angle Ang. The 

column labeled “No. of planes” gives a theoretical lower bound for [the 

number of 2-planes which can be chosen in that euclidean space so that 
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all P-planes lie within angle Ang of one of the chosen ones]. Name1 y, 

that theoretical lower bound is the quantity: greatest integer in 

l/Prob(d(P,Q)<Ang). 

These tables should be thought of as a standard against which to measure 
c - e 

the rapidity_with which a sequence of planes becomes dense. In fact, if 

we set Npo5,(e) = the smallest possible number of planes needed to 

achieve a gap of E, and Nst(e) = the smallest number of planes (in 

sequence), from some particular choice of grand tour, needed to achieve a 

gap of E, we have 

n(r) S Nposs(~) < Nst(e) 

for all e>O. These inequalities are, with very few exceptions, actually 

strict ones. 
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The following graphs display the gap as a function- of the number of 

planes, for three types of grand tour: (1) planes picked at random, (2) 

planes picked by the torus method, and (3) planes picked via a plain 

random walk on SO(p). The gap was not, in fact, computed but Has instead 
c - e 

estimated- vi-a gap(N)= max min d(Qi,Pj) uhere {QiI is a fixed set 
lSi<lOO 1ljSN 

of planes picked at random. Due to the vast quanti 

necessary, ue have restricted the calculations to on 

dimension: p=4 (using the average of 5 repetitions) 

average of 3 repetitions). 

ty of computing time 

1~ two values of the 

and p=8 (using the 
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5. Some Applications of Grand Tours 

The most basic purpose to which one may put a grand tour is to try to 

understand the shape of data. This understanding will presumably be 

applied to interpreting the-data -- drawing real-world corrclusions. 
- 

Unfortunately, we are a long way from the point where we can do this 

confidently. The grand tour can be said to approximate the information 

content of a p-dimensional scatterplot by a time-indexed family of two- 

dimensional images, i.e , a movie. In order that human observers be able 

to interpret this kind of movie visually, a great deal of experience 

viewing such movies woul d be advantageous. 

Much is still to be learned when p=3, and the case p=4 al ready 

presents a major challenge. Perhaps it would be of value to develop a 

taxonomy of scatter-plots based on extensive experience with actual data. 

This may lead to the use of certain adjectives to describe the shapes of 

-. _ 
scatter-diagrams in greater than two dimensions. These adjectives would 

ideally correspond to measurements which the computer could, make with 

great speed. An example of one such adjective-measurement pair might be 

their the idea of “clottedness” as defined in Friedman-Tukey 

figure of merit for projection pursuit. 

CPPI as 

A useful genre of statistics may be compiled by apply ing a un 

distributed grand tour to a particular scatterplot S in RP . Let 3r 

iformly 

be any 

measurement that can be applied to two-dimensional scatterplots, such as 

their clottedness. Then, for each 2-plane Q in RP, we may apply 3r to the 

result of projecting S onto Q, obtaining ~(wQ(S)). As Q ranges over all 
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P-planes in RP (with the invariant measure), there is- a measure induced 

on the set of real numbers {$(na(S))}. This measure carries significance 

especially when all coordinates represent identical units. 

Statistics of this distribution of real numbers may be estimated by 

letting a run through a long Sequence Pi,...#PN Of a uniformly 

distributed grand tour. To take, for example, the mean m of this 

distribution, we may estimate m via 

1 N L m=- 1 *(lTi(S)ls 
N i=l 

where Wi denotes orthogonal projection onto the P-plane Pi. This is a 

deep fact, provable by standard techniques in ergodic theory [EWei]. 

The advantages of using such measurements (and their corresponding 

adjectives) include 11 they are easy to compute, and 2) they convey an 

intuitive content based on the user’s knowledge of two-dimensional 

scatterplots. 

Projection pursuit methods can be des 

paradigm where the maximum or minimum 

statistic of interest. These extreme va 

climbing algorithms as in CPPI. 

cribed as the study of. t he above 

of the set {+(sQts) ) 1 is the 

lues are usually sought v ia hill- 

One great mystery in projection pursuit is endemic to hill-climbing 

algorithms: how can we be confident that a local maximum is in fact the 

absolute maximum (or at least very near to it)? A grand tour which 

rapidly becomes dense in Gz,P may be used to help with this problem. 

Using, e.g., the torus method with large stepsize (step=25.0 will work), 
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we may let each grand tour plane Pl,Pt,... be the starting point for a 

hill-climbing procedure to maximize $(ra(S)) locally. When the local max 

is found, a record is kept of that value maxi. One may then determine 

from the distribution of {maxi} an estimate of the absolute max. 
c - e 

Perhaps a--better procedure would be to use the torus method with an 

intermediate stepsize, say stepzl.0. Then hill-climbing may be initiated 

from Pi whenever 

*(lli-l(S)) < $(llitS)) > Q(Tfi+l(S)) 

(where sj again denotes orthogonal projection onto Pj). Once again the 

local max values {maxi) may be stored and eventually used to estimate the 

absolute max. 
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APPENDIX 

We describe here a method for reducing the number of matrix 

mu1 tiplications in the grand tour, -torus method to 2p-3. 6 
- 

1. Let N=2p-3 and think of the coordinates xii of TN as being indexed 

by all pairs i,j where i=l or 2, and P<j<p if i=l, but 31j<p if 

i=2. 

2. Define a map f :TK+SO(pl via f(Xl,z,...‘Xt,p) = 

R1,2(~,,2)o...oRt,,(xz,~). 

3. Define a map F: Tb G 2,p via F = pOnOf where v:sO(p)+Vt, ,, and 

,J:v~,~ + G2,p are as in Section 3, part I above. 

4. We shall prove the 

Theorem: F :Tw+G 2,p is a surjection. 

Proof: Let PE Gt,, be an arbitrary 2-plane. We must find 

X1,2..-rXz,p (real numbers mod 2n) such that 

R,,z(x,,t)o...oRt,p(x~,p)<~l,~~> = P. Letting 9i, j = ‘Xi, j8 this 

is equivalent to finding Gi,i (real numbers mod 21r) such‘that 

R2,p(G2,p) o...o R1z(Gl,z) P = <t,,&>. 

Now pick any orthonormal basis G, 3 for P. 

First, we pick 81,~ so as to satisfy 

-sinGl,2 vl + cosGl,2 v2 = 0. 

This assures that Rl,2(81,2) annihilates the second component of v. 

We similarly choose G1.j so that 

-sine,,jV’l + COSel,jV’j 

where v’l = the first component of 
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Rl,j-l(Gl,j-,)O...ORl,2(Gl,2)~ 

and V’j is the jth component (in fact, v’j = vj for jL3). 

Thus, Rl,p(e,,p)o... oR,,2(Gl,2)G must have its 2nd through pth 

components equal to 0, and since it’s a unit vector, it must, in 
c - m 

fact, be 31. - 

We now similarly choose e2r3 ,...,etrp SO the 3rd through pth 

components of iil are annihilated by R2,3(e2,3) B..., Rt, p(e2, 9 in 

turn, where z’ denotes R~,,(B~,,)o...~R~,2(G~,2)~. As a result, 

the vector R2,p(B2,p)~...~R1,2(G~,~l~ lies in the plane <~I,;z>. 

But, since the orthonormal pair ?,i! is taken to an orthonormal pair 

by the orthogonal transformation Rz,p(G2,p)0-..0R1,2(Gl,2) and 

since 7 is taken to sl, we must have that G is taken to s2. 

Thus, we have chosen el,2p...pe2rp so that 

R2,p(e2,p)o...oRl,t(el,2) takes the frame ?,3 to the frame g~,zp 

(more than we needed!) and as a result the plane P = <?,G> is taken 

to <$1,;2> as desired. it 

5. Since F:TbG 2,p is a surjection, it now follows, just as in Section 

3, part I, that a dense curve a in TN will be taken by F to a dense 

curve Foa in Gz,P- We then just let the Kth plane of our grand 

tour be defined as 

PK = F(a(K.STEP)I, K=1,2... 

for some appropriate choice of stepsire STEP. 


